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Abstract
Carbon allotropes such as diamond, nano-tube, Fullerene, andGraphenewere discovered and
revolutionisedmaterial sciences. These structures have unique translational and rotational
symmetries, described by a crystallographic group theory, and the atoms are arranged at specific rigid
positions in 3-dimensional (D) space. Regardless of these exoticmolecular structures, the structures of
materials are topologically trivial in amathematical sense, that their bonds are connectedwithout a
link nor a knot. These days, the progress on the synthetic chemistry is significant tomake various
topologically non-trivialmolecular structures. Topologicalmolecules (0D) including Trefoil knots, a
Hopf-link, aMöbius strip, and Borromean rings, were already realised.However, their potentially
exotic electronic properties have not been sufficiently explored.Here, we propose a new 3D carbon
allotrope, namedHopfene, which has periodic arrays ofHopf-links to knit horizontal Graphene sheets
into vertical ones without connecting byσ bonds.We conducted an ab inito band structure calculation
using aDensity-Functional-Theory (DFT) forHopfene, and found that it is well-described by a tight-
bindingmodel.We confirmed the original Dirac points of 2DGraphenewere topologically protected
upon the introduction of theHopf links, and low-energy excitations are described by 1D, 2D, and 3D
gapless Fermions.

Introduction

Mass of an elementary particle is related to a broken symmetry of a vacuum, and the energy-momentum
relationship is linked to the symmetries of the vacuum [1]. In solid state physics,materials with certain
symmetries can be designed, and carbon allotropes are useful due to their richness in families with various
translational and rotational symmetries of crystals, such as a cage like a Fullerene [2], a tube called a carbon-
nano-tube [3, 4], and a sheet including aGraphene [5–7]. However, thesematerials have topologically trivial
crystal structures without having a link nor a knot. On the other hand, a lot of syntheticmaterials have non-
trivial topological configurations, for example polymers [8–10], macromolecules [11–14], and proteins [15].

Research areas on topology are spanning frompuremathematics [16–19], physics [20–25], to chemistry
[11–15].Mathematicians could even classify the shape of our universe [18] and proved the Poincaré conjecture
successfully [19]. In condensed-matter physics, vortex and anti-vortex pairs in superconductors exhibit unusual
topological phase transitions due to their binding and dissociations across the transition temperature [20, 21].
More recently, a topological insulator was proposed theoretically [23] and discovered experimentally [24],
which showed insulating character in the bulk regardless of its conducting surface. In thesematerials, quantum
states exhibit inherent topological nature [20, 21, 23] upon the appropriate choice ofmaterials [24]. Nontrivial
topological structures themselves were also chemically synthesised [8–15].
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Regardless of these advanced chemistry to synthesise topologically non-trivialmaterials [8–15], the
corresponding electronic structures of topological carbon allotropes are not examined in great detail. The
chemical structures are apparent in real space, while the electronic structures can be described inmomentum
space as band diagrams [26]. From a quantum-mechanical point of views, we expect a duality relationship
between real space andmomentum space.Our hypothesis is to obtain a non-trivial band structure from a
chemically non-trivialmaterial. Here, a non-trivial band structuremeans the existence of amassless dispersion,
similar to be described byDirac Fermions [4, 27, 28], which can be considered to be generated bymagnetic
monopoles. A lot of efforts are beingmade tofind 3DDirac fermions [29–31], butmost ofmajor progress on
topological electronicmaterials in the last decadewere achieved by investigating band structures of topologically
trivial crystalline structures [31–35], as evidenced by the title of the paper [33], as an example, claiming
unconventional quasiparticles in conventional crystals.We have no objection of these state-of-the-art activities in
physics andwe have no intention to challenge this paradigm.Nevertheless, we believe it is worth for considering
chemically non-trivial crystal structures for the possible emergence of non-trivial electronic structures. It would
bemore straightforward tofind topologically non-trivial band structures, with the helps of structures, such that
it is less exciting for physicists. However, we thinkwe do not have to restrict ourselves to investigate conventional
crystals, if the purpose is innovation tofind novel band structures. If we restricted ourselves to investigate
materials, which have perfect crystalline structures only, Graphenewould not be discovered, since the absence of
the long-range order in 2Dwas rather rigorously proved theoretically byMermin-Wager [36] andHohenberg
[37]. It is the existence of a ripple [28], which stabilises Graphene atfinite temperature, such that strictly rigid
long-range order as a crystal is absent. Another examples of a successful hypotheticalmodel is found in strongly
correlated electronic systems [38, 39]. It was proposed to investigate a tight-bindingHubbardmodel in an
infinite dimensional ( = ¥D ) hypercubic lattice [38], which cannot exist in nature.However, the proposed
scaling law [38] of the tight-binding hopping parameter as t t D* resulted in a simplifiedGaussian density
of state, while keeping non-trivial nature ofmany-body problems, leading to the great success as a dynamical
mean-field theory [39].

Structures

Topologicalmolecules ( D0 )
Wehave usedChem3D, amolecular editor, formolecular-mechanical simulations, using classicalmechanics
with empirical parameters [40].We consideredmany topologicalmolecules (figures 1–2, Supplementary Videos
1 and 2 available online at stacks.iop.org/MRX/7/056301/mmedia). Themost direct applications of
topologicalmaterials would beNano-Electro-Mechanical-Systems (NEMS) [41], towards developing a
molecularmotor and associated advanced chemical technologies [11–15, 22]. Figure 1(a) shows an ultimate
example of trapped 1 benzenemolecule using a straight-chain alkane of 1D atomistic carbon atoms connected to
aGraphene sheet (Supplementary Video 1). It is technologically accessible tomake such amolecularmotor by
combining patterning technologies of a free-standingGraphene sheet by ion or electron beam irradiations and
growth technologies such as Chemical-Vapour-Deposition [42]. The combination is very important to
construct a topologically complex structures, becausewemust close the bond (in this case, the benzene ring)
without affecting the other bonds (straight-chain). Obviously, largermolecules andwider chainwill bemore
suitable to construct a practical NEMSdevice.

In order to realise directional rotation of amolecularmotor, it is important to control chirality of amolecule.
Themost simplest nontrivial knot is the Trefoil knot, which has a chiral counter part (figure 1(c)). The left (right)
Trefoil knot has always left (right) spiral circulation as climbing up the strand (Supplementary Video 2). In other
words, handedness ismemorised in themolecule, whichwill be useful for applications inmolecularmemories
and polarisation rotators. Recently, all-benzene based catenanemolecules of both left and right handed trefoil
knots and and aHopf-linkwere successfully achieved [43]. A completely circularmolecular ringwas also
synthesised [44].

It is not possible tomemorise the handedness solely by twisting a 1D carbon ring to the left or the right, since
itmerely change the geometry without changing the topology (figure 1(b)). In order tomemorise the
handedness, we need to lock the status of the twisted ring, by inserting the othermolecule into the ring and close
the bond. Then, we canmake left and right topologicalmolecules ofWhitehead-links, whose handedness will be
protected against the deformations ofmolecules as far as the bonds are sustained.

The situation is slightly changed, if we employ aGraphene nano-ribbon [45]. Even if it consists of just several
benzene rings, the ringwill define a 2D plane to confine the ribbon so that it is different from a pure 1D chain. As
a result, theMöbius strip [22, 46, 47] canmemorise the handedness whether theGraphene nano-ribbonswere
twisted to the left or the right before bondingwithout using anotherGraphene nano-ribbon (figure 1(d)).
Moreover, the number of twisted rotations is also a topologically protected valuable as awinding number, which
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Figure 1.Proposed procedure tomake topological structures. (a), Benzene-basedmolecularmotor. AGraphene sheet is prepared, and
patterned to form an atomicwire using ion/electron beamor lithography. Then, a benzene or other organicmolecule is trapped in the
patterned atomicwire. (b),Whitehead-links. Left and right linkswill be created by twistingmolecules and locked by another atomic
wires. (c), Trefoil-knots. Left and right knots can be created depending on how to connect the atomicwire. (d),Möbius strip using a
Graphene nano-ribbon. (e), Borromean rings usingGraphene nano-ribbons.
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is also robust against the deformation.We also considered evenmore complex structure such as Borromean
rings [48, 49] (figure 1(e)). To our surprise, the converged structure is rather beautiful with a proper symmetry
upon exchanging rings, whichwas energetically favourable rather than keeping randomdeformations.

Besides knots, the simplest nontrivial link is theHopf-link [12, 14–16] (figures 2(a)–(f)).We found a benzene
ring can sustain itsσ bonds, while allowing another benzene ring to penetrate withoutmaking a properσ bond.
The benzene ring canmove freely without changing the topology of theHopf-link, whichwill be a huge
advantage tomakeflexible devices. However, the bond lengths of the benzene-basedHopf-link are significantly
expanded, so that the high tensile strains of the order of 20%are accumulated (figure 2(a)). Therefore, it is not
possible to introduce 2 benzene rings into 1 ring (figure 2(b) and Supplementary Video 2). This will certainly
limit the use of the benzene-basedHopf-link towards the construction of the 1D chain.

However, if we use 2 connected benzene rings (Naphthalene, C10H8), we can overcome this problem, since
the insertion of just 1 benzene ring into theNaphthalene is enough for extending the length of the 1DCarbon-
Nano-Chain (figures 2(c) and 3).We also considered to open-up one of the benzene ring ofNaphthalene
(figure 1(b)), which corresponds to use a larger ring (Cyclodecapentaene, C10H10) for theHopf-link
(figure 2(d)), whose bonds are significantly relaxed. In the larger ring, we could introduce asmany as 4 rings

Figure 2.Hopf-linkedmolecules. (a), Benzene-basedHopf-linkedmolecule. The bonds penetrating into the other benzene ringwere
highly-strained. The linked benzene rings are intersecting perpendicular to each other, and there are energetically-equivalent 6
positions corresponding to the sides of each ring, so that the total 6×6=36 configurations are allowed corresponding to its
hexagonal structure.Wavefunctions for bothHOMOand LUMOare spreading to the entire link, suggesting the strong hybridisation
of 2 rings. (b), Break-down of benzene-basedHopf-linkedmolecule. A benzene ring can accommodate only 1 benzene-ring. (c),
Naphthalen-basedHopf-linkedmolecule. A building block to construct a chain using a benzene ring. In this case, we expect
5×5=25 configurations for eachHopf-linkedmolecule, depending on the relative angle and the position ofNaphthalene
molecules. (d), Cyclodecapentaene-basedHopf-linkedmolecule. The strains of bonds are significantly relaxed. (e), Accommodations
of 2 and 4 rings into cyclodecapentaene-basedHopf-linkedmolecule. (f), Tetracene-basedHopf-linkedmolecule. Graphene nano-
ribbons can also be used to construct aHopf-links.
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(figure 2(e)), so that we can also construct the 2D 4-in-1 Chainmail (figure 3(c)) in addition to a standardChain
(Supplementary figure 3(b)).

Topological Chains ( D1 ) andChainmail ( D2 )
For the simulations of the rolledChains (figures 3–4) andChainmail (figure 3), we have gradually changed the
initial coordination of atoms. If we changed the initial condition significantly different from the previously
converged geometries, Hopf-links were completely broken and the structures were topologically changed. This
will also happen in the real situation, where the external force exceeded the threshold enough to break one of the
σ bonds for theHopf-links. Conversely, the proposedChains andChainmail will be topologically robust as far as
theσ bonds aremaintained. Thus, we expect a topologically flexiblematerial, whichwould be asflexible as a
rubber, while it is very stiff as hard as or even harder than a diamond due to its sp2 nature of the rings.

The unique features of these Chains andChainmail are their flexibility with the rigidity ensured by theσ
bonds (figure 3 and Supplementary Video 3). OurChains can be aligned to be straight-lines or to be rolled-up
without breaking the topological links (figure 4). The lengths can be changed to be several times, while it will be
difficult to change the lengths of Carbon-Nano-Tubes [3] due to its strong rigidity. Theσ bonds using sp2

orbitals are considered to be even stronger than sp3 bonds of diamond, so that our chains will bemuch stronger
thanflexible polyacetylene [50]. It is interesting to consider a similarity of our proposedChain to amacroscopic
metallic chain and chainmail, against the Fullerene [2] to a football.We think that it would not bemere
coincidence that we came up to the same structure that the human race is already using for a long time. The idea

Figure 3.Carbon-Nano-Chains andChainmail. (a), Naphthalene-basedHopf-linked chain. The chain can change the global
geometries without changing the topology of the chain protected by strongσ bonds. (b), Cyclodecapentaene-basedHopf-linked
chain. Straight and rolled chains are topologically the same, keeping the robust Topological-Long-Range-Order, while the
translational symmetries are broken due to its flexible nature of the chain. (c), Chainmail usingHopf-links. Only 1 benzene ring can
enter into another benzene ring, while cyclodecapentaene (C10H10) can accommodate themaximumof 4 rings.
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behind the football shapewould be its high spherical symmetry. It is the compatibility offlexibility with its
rigidity why peoplemade a chain, by introducing theHopf-links [16] evenwithout being aware ofmathematical
rigidity. The argument would also be true in themolecular level (figure 4).

We have simulated various configurations of Chains by changing the boundary conditions. For example, by
introducing a twisted boundary conditions between one end of the chain to the other for the 1DHopf-linked
Chain, we could introduce a global kink as a formof a soliton, which is a topologically protected excitation
(figure 4). Upon rotating twice, we found the chainwas broken due to the high tensile strains accumulated in the
Chain (figure 4(e)).

The chain canmemorise the global winding number and the chirality (the left or the right rotation) upon
twisting theChain (figure 4). This situation is completely different from a 1D atomic chain like a polyacetylene
(figure 4(f)), due to its rotational symmetry. Onemight think that polyacetylenewould bemore tolerant against
the rotational disturbance, but no restoration force will work to prevent the rotation.On the other hand, the
Hopf-linked chain can accumulate the global strain and the restoration forcewill be generated to protect itself
against the structural deformation. This would be related to the reasonwhyDNAwith a double-stranded spiral
structure was naturally selected due to its stronger tolerance in a competitive environment.

Figure 4. Stability ofHopf-linkedChain. The stability of the chainwas examined by imposing afixed boundary condition. (a), Original
straight-chain. No global strainwas accumulated. (b),π-twisted chain.One of the ring at the boundarywasπ rotated to the right. (c),
2π-twisted chain. Thewinding number of the chain is 1, so that the kink appeared as a soliton, which is topologically protected upon
deformations of the chain. (d), 3π-twisted chain. The restoration forces worked to bring the chain back to the straight line. (e), 4π-
twisted chain. The chainwas broken down and the strainwas relaxed. (f), Poly-acetylene chain.No restoration forceworked upon the
rotation of 2πdue to its rotational symmetry.
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The geometrical coordinates of straight and rolled Carbon-Nano-Chains are apparently different, while
both structures are topologically equivalent. Therefore, we can regard these chains as possessingTopological-
Long-Range-Order (TLRO) evenwithout having translational nor rotational symmetries.We can construct
whole new varieties ofmaterials with TLRO, as topologicalmaterials, whichwill not be categorised as a
conventional crystal nor a completely-randomised amorphousmaterial. Chains andChainmail are clear
examples of topologicalmaterials.

Topological crystal: Hopfene (3D )
Wehave considered various structures, such as topologicalmolecules (0D,figures 1–2, Supplementary Videos
1–2), 1DCarbon-Nano-Chains (CNC,figures 3 and 4, Supplementary Video 3), and 2DChainmails (figure 3).
The concept ofTopological-Long-Range-Order (TLRO) is also applicable to a 3D structure, and the idea of a
topological crystal [8–10]would be as exciting as a time crystal [51].We have conceived to the idea of a new 3D
carbon allotrope by considering nested structures with stackedGraphene sheets both vertically and horizontally,
while the intersections of these sheets aremade ofHopf-links (figures 5–8, Supplementary figures 1–6, and
Supplementary Video 4). To our surprise, the optimised structures have almost perfect translational
symmetries, so that thesewill be realised as a conventional single crystal.

We proposed to call this new structure, asHopfene [52, 53], named after amathematician,HeinzHopf,
because of the importance ofHopf-links [16] for this crystal. Here, we describe the details of physical and
electronic structures ofHopfene. Similar toCarbon-Nano-Tubes [3], which has a family of allotropes depending
on how to roll-up aGraphene sheet, Hopfene also has a family depending on how to insert Graphene sheets
(Supplementary figures 1–6, and Supplementary Video 4). Graphene sheets were inserted perpendicular to the
other stacks, and it was important to align the directions of the zig-zag edges in parallel tomatch the periodicity
of theGraphene lattice (Supplementary figure 2). Let’s assume that we inserted thefirst sheet to the bottom
available slot, labelled as slot 0 (Supplementary figure 2). If we insert next sheets into themost adjacent available
slot, slot 1, for both horizontal (x) and vertical (y) directions, the structure is called as (1,1)Hopfene (figures 5(a),
(d), and Supplementary figure 2). In this case, the adjacent stacks are half-lattice constant shifted (c/2) along zig-
zag edge (z) direction, so that the stack is called as AB-stack. On the other hand, if we insert Graphene sheets into
slot 2, whilemaking the slot 1 empty, the structure is called as (2,2)Hopfene (figures 5(b), (e), and
Supplementary figure 2). In this case, the nearest adjacent sheets are aligned so that the stack is called as AA-
stack.We consideredmore complicated insertions, such as the insertion into slot 1 for x-direction, while the
insertion along y-direction is from slot 2, whose structure is (1,2)Hopfene (figures 5(c), (f), and Supplementary

Figure 5.New 3D carbon allotrope, Hopfene. (a), (1,1)Hopfenewith themaximum insertions of Graphene sheets in the unit cell with
AB-stacks. It is a tetrahedral structurewith the lattice constant a=b. (b), (2,2)Hopfenewith alignedAA-stacks adjacent Graphene
layers. It is also a tetrahedral structurewith the lattice constant a=b. (c), (1,2)HopfenewithAB stacks along horizontal (x) direction
andAA-stacks along vertical direction (y) . It is also a tetrahedral structurewith the lattice constant a=b. (d)–(f), Expanded views of
(1,1), (2,2), and (1,2)Hopfene crystals.
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figure 3). In general, there exists (n,m)Hopfene, where n andm are integers to describe the insertion ofGraphene
sheets, and if n andm are odd (even), the sheets are AB (AA) stack. Ifn=m, theHopfene structure is tetragonal
with the lattice constants = ¹a b c , while it is orthogonal ( ¹ ¹a b c) for ¹n m. Therefore, we can recognise
rectangular holes if we see the structure from the bottom (figure 5). These holes would allow carrier doping by
intercalation, whichmay lead superconductivity similar to alkali-metal doped Fullerenes [54]. If n andm are
large, the size of the hole will be large, so that theGraphene sheets and the crystal itself can be deformed
substantially, breaking the translational symmetry. It is also expected that the actual experimental structures
would be different due to the huge strains accumulated in rings, as theoretically predicted in a highly-strained
Graphene, which stabilised to be a dimerisedKekulé-like structure [55]. Even in that case, TLROwould be kept
as far as σ bonds survived to keepHopf-links.

Figure 6.Unit cells for (1,1) and (2,2)Hopfene structures. The crystal structure is tetragonal for both structures ( )= ¹a b c .We
show the details of atomic arrangements in unit cells upon increasing the layers. The bond length of the bond across theHopf-linkwas
expanded to be long al, while the expansion of other bonds was shorter as. (a), Unit cell for (1,1)Hopfene. All available slots are
occupied byHopf-links.We obtained al=1.8 Å and al=1.5 Å. The lattice constants were = = + =a b a a2 5.1 Ål s and
= =c a3 2.6 Ås . (b), Unit cell for (2,2)Hopfene. Themiddle slot (slot 1) in the unit cell is empty for both x and y directions.We

obtained al=1.8 Å and al=1.4 Å. The lattice constants are = = + =a b a a2 4.6 Ål s and = =c a3 2.4 Ås .
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Hopfene ismade by stacking two-dimensional (2D) honeycomb lattices, Graphene [5–7] sheets, both
vertically and horizontally with arrays ofHopf-links at intersections (Supplementary figures 1–6). TheGraphene
sheets are aligned parallel to the direction along zig-zag edges and perpendicular to the arm-chair edges. In
contrast to Carbon-Nano-Tubes (CNTs), for which the structures were categorised by theway of rolling up a
Graphene sheet, Hopfene is characterised by theway of insertingGraphene sheets. In the example offigure 5,
available slots forGraphene sheets are occupied alternatively by AA-stacking, whichwe refer to as (2,2)-
Hopfene. The crystal is tetragonal with the lattice constants of = =a b a3 0 within the x−y plane and
=c a3 0 along z (figures 5(d) and (e)) at the bond length of a0.
Hopfenewasmade by preparing AA-stackedGraphene sheets, separated by the distance of the lattice

constant of aGraphene, which is the adjacent distance between the sides of the ring (Supplementary figures 3
and 4). Depending on the targeted stacking, described by (n,m)where n andm are integers for the available slots
along horizontal (x) and vertical (y) directions, the number of insertedGraphene sheets and separationswere
adjusted.We have prepared theGraphene sheets by hands using theGUI (Graphical User Interface) of the
software, so that the position and the distancewere not perfect. This uncertainty resulted in the formation
oftopological defects in thefinal structure (Supplementary figure 1), but we kept as it is to highlight new types of
defects without broken bonds. Then, we optimised the structure relying on the algorithmof the software to
minimise the energy. After the optimisation, for (1,1)Hopfene, AB-stackwas automatically chosen for both x
and y directions by shifting theGraphene sheets with the amount of the half of the lattice constant along z
direction, regardless of the initial condition of AA-stack.Here, please note that AB-stack ofHopfene is different
fromAB-stack of Graphite. AB-stack ofHopfenemeans the parallel-shift of theGraphene sheet along the zig-zag
edge (Supplementary figure 2), while AB-stack ofGraphite is the parallel-shift along the arm-chair edge, so that
the directions are perpendicular to that ofHopfene. The process of the convergence of the structure would be
similar to the growth process in experiments for the future, so thatwe have recorded as a video (Supplementary
Video 4).

We have examined the stability of (2,2)-Hopfene by afirst principle calculation based on aDensity-
Functional-Theory (DFT) usingQuantumEspresso [56], as shown infigure 9. The symmetry of the crystal,

Figure 7.Density of states of (2,2)-Hopfene.

Figure 8.Hopf-linked bilayer-Graphene. (a), Simulated structure. 1DHopf-linked chainwasmade at the intersection. The bonds
were expanded in the chain, while other bonds away from the linkwas fully relaxed due to its open boundary condition during the
simulation. (b), Expected electronic band structure, calculated by the tight-binding approximations. The horizontal Graphene has 2
valleys at K1 and ¢K1, while the vertical one has 2 valleys at K2 and ¢K2. K1 (K ¢1) andK2 (K ¢2) are located at the equivalent position in the
momentum space, so that states are completely degenerate at these points, while the propagating sheets in real space are different.
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required for the ab-initio calculation, is P42 (space group number 77).We confirmed the existence of the energy
minimumas a function of the volume, which suggests that (2,2)-Hopfene is thermodynamically stable. The
calculated energy and the curve are similar to those calculated forGraphite and diamonds [57].We admit that
simple energetic calculations are not sufficient enough to prove the existence ofHopfene as a stablematerial.
Nevertheless, the lattice site ofHopfene does not have to bemade of 1 carbon atom, and it could bemade of a
molecule. In fact, similarmaterials with topologically non-trivial crystal structures were experimentally found in
polymers [8–10]. The interwoven honeycomb lattice [8] of [Cu2(C4H4N2)3(SiF6)]¥ is very similar toHopfene
with a slightly different crystal symmetry [58] of I mcm4 due to ligands. For these softmaterials, the rigid
translational symmetries can be broken due toweakHopf-links, while the topological structures aremaintained
as long as strong bonds are not broken. The effective tight-bindingHamiltonian for these polymers would be
similar to that investigated in this study, if themolecular element is regarded as a lattice site.

Results

Band structure
In order to obtain the analyticmodel for the band structure, we have employed a tight-bindingHamiltonian for
(2,2)-Hopfene as follows:

H H

H H
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Hopf-links are described by the following 2×2matrix

H ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝⎜

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎞
⎠⎟

† † †f f f f f f= - + +
- - - -t

k c
2 cos

2
,z

H H kx
ky kx

ky kx
ky

6 3 3 6 6 6

Figure 9. Stability of (2,2)-Hopfene. The energy is calculated as a function of the volume by ab-initioDensity Functional Theory
(DFT).
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with ( )f = -e , ek
ika ika .We also assumed the nearest neighbour hopping energy of tG through theHopf link. By

insertingHG andHH into Ĥ , we obtain the tight-bindingHamiltonian.
We confirmed that energy dispersions are the same as those established forDirac Fermions inGraphene

[4, 27, 28] in the limit of the absence of theHopf-link transfer, t 0H for bothAB andCDGraphene sheets. It is
important, however, to note that the dispersions areflat along directions perpendicular toGraphene sheets,
because the electrons are confinedwithin theGraphene sheets without theHopf-links.

In this paper, we have considered only nearest neighbour hopping for the simplest structure of AA-stacked
(2,2)-Hopfene among the family of (m,n)-Hopfene as the first analytic step. In principle, any band structures can
be described by a tight-bindingHamiltonian, since theWannier wavefunction forms a complete orthogonal
basis, if we consider all higher-order hoppingmatrix elements, tij [59], where i and j describe the lattice sites. tij is
approximately proportional to the overlap integral, such that it decreases exponentially against the distance
between i-th and j-th atomic sites. InGraphene, it is established that the limitation to the nearest neighbour
hopping is a good approximation to describe the low energy excitation near theDirac points [4, 28]The nearest
neighbour distance in aGraphene sheet is a0, while the next nearest neighbour distance is »a a3 1.70 0. On the
other hand, the nearest and the next neighbour distance of aHopf link are »a a5 2 1.10 0 and

»a a17 2 2.10 0, respectively. Therefore, we think that we can safely neglect the nearest neighbour hopping
throughHopf-links. The impact of the spin-orbit interaction is alsoweak.

TheHamiltonian at each k is described by a 4×4matrix, such that the systemhas an SU(2)⊗ SU(2)
symmetry to describe electron transfers within and betweenGraphene sheets.We have diagonalised thematrix
to obtain the band dispersions,E1 (k)-E4 (k), whichwere labelled from1 to 4, assigned from the lower energies
(figures 10–11). By the comparisonwith the thefirst principleDFT calculation [40] (figure 12), we obtained
tH≈1.5±0.5 eV. The tight-binding results could reproduce important features such as gapless points and
flat-band structures near the Fermi energy,EF=1.1 eV for non-dopedHopfene, and the tight-bindingmodel is
suitable for the low-energy excitation ofHopfene.

InGraphene, Dirac points are located at ( )= -K 0, 2 3 and ( )¢ = +K 0, 2 3 , and there are 4 equivalent
points at ( ) 1, 1 3 due to the symmetry of the 2D honeycomb lattice [4]. InHopfene, on the other hand,
these 6 gapless points for horizontal and vertical Graphene sheets are not equivalent, because these are located in
different planes within the first Brillouin zone. Consequently, there are 10 gapless points inHopfenewith tH=0
located at ( ) ( )   1, 0, 1 3 , 0, 1, 1 3 , and ( )0, 0, 2 3 . In particular, the last points of ( )0, 0, 2 3 are
degenerate, because these originate fromboth horizontal and vertical Graphene sheets. In the presence of

¹t 0H , the gapless points will be shifted in k-space, and the slope of the dispersionwill be changed, but the
essential topological feature will remain unchanged.

The other interesting feature of the band diagram inHopfene is the emergence of theflat-bands (figure 10).
At tH=0, bandswill not be dispersive along the direction perpendicular to theGraphene sheets (Figure 10(a)),
and therefore the gapless points will become nodal lines (figure 11) [31]. Both gapless points and nodal lines are
topologically protected, so that they cannot disappear by adiabatic turn-on of tH (figure 10(b)), unless gapless
points or nodal lines with opposite geometrical winding numbers would bemerged, simultaneously, leading to
the destruction of apparentmonopoles with oppositemagnetic charge.

It was not possible to obtain an analytic solution of Ĥ in general, regardless of its simplicity. Therefore, we
have checked theweak coupling limit, t 0H at (0,0,2/3), wherewe obtain

Figure 10. 3D band structures of (2,2)-Hopfene at ky=0with the transfer energies of theHopf-links of (a) tH=0 and (b)
tH=1.5 eV.
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with the velocities of ( )= v t a3 2G G 0 and ( )= v t a3 2H H 0 forGraphene andHopf-links, Dirac constant of
˜ = - k k, 2 3z z , the identitymatrix 1, and Paulimatrices ofσ1,σ2, andσ3. The constant energy of-tH barely

shifts the bands by forming bonding and anti-bonding states between horizontal and vertical Graphene sheets by
Hopf-links, andwill not change the linearity. The reset of theHamiltonian can be diagonalised andwe obtained
the effectiveHamiltonian at (0,0,2/3) as

ˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )†
å s s s= Y + + Y
s

s sH v k v k v k , 2x x y y z z
k

k keff 1 2 3

where ( )ˆ † † †a gY =s s s,k k k and Ŷ sk are creation and annihilation operators of quasi-particles for the valley and

the velocity along zwas renormalised to ( )= + v t t a3 2z G H 0 , while = =v v vx y G. Therefore, the 3D gapless
Fermionswill be obtained by themixing of 2DDirac Fermions at the degenerate Dirac point.We also obtained
theflat-band, which penetrates the gapless point.

Figure 11. 3D band structures of (2,2)-Hopfene at kz=1/2, showing nodal lines.

Figure 12.Band structures of (2,2)-Hopfene at tG=2.8 eV and tH=1.5 eV. The tight-binding calculations are shown by lines and
the first principle calculations are shown by circles.
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For aHopf-link of tH=1.5 eV, we needed to Ĥ numerically (figures 12–15 and Supplementary Video 5).
Below,we show the dimensional crossover of gapless points realised by complex hybridisations between original
linear dispersions andflat bands.We assumed that we can control EF by dopingmetal such as intercalation of
alkali-metal into the available slots.

3D gapless Fermions
3D gapless Fermions are characterised bymassless linear dispersions along kx, ky, and kz (figures 130(a)–(c)).
Thesewere located near the degenerate gapless points with the energy ofED=−1.0 eV (figure 13). NearED, the
3D Fermi surfaces should be spheroids, as found at EF of−1.2 eV (figure 13(d)) for lower valleys, and they
disappeared atED aswe increasedEF. They appeared again by further increasing EF up to−0.8 eV (figure 13(e))
at the same locations in k-space for higher valleys.We checked the linearity of the band diagram at the gapless
point by plotting in both kx-ky (figures 13(f) and (g)) and kx-kz (figure 13(b)) planes, such that the linear bands
were formed between E3 (k) andE1 (k) . It was also found that the flat-band ( )E k2 is penetrating between E3 (k)
andE1 (k), along kx and ky directions, while E2 (k) is degenerate with E3 (k) along kz (figure 13(c)). These features
are consistent with the above analytic calculations at theweakHopf-link limit.

The gapless points found at k=(0,0,± 0.74) accommodate triple point Fermions, recently proposed and
discovered bymany authors [32–35]. In the present case, the 3-fold degeneracy at each gapless point is originally
coming from the sub-lattice degree of freedomand the state is described by a pseudo-spin of a Special Unitary
group of degree 3, SU(3).We have not included the spin-orbit interaction in the present work, because the
relativistic interaction is weak in carbon basedmaterials due to its light atomicmass of carbon. Therefore, we
also have a degeneracy of spin, so that we have total 6-fold degeneracy at each gapless point. For themoment, we
will not consider the spin degeneracy. This SU(3) symmetry is broken away from the gapless point, since the
band dispersions are combinations of linear and flat dispersions. The effectiveHamiltonian is approximately
given by

Figure 13. 3D gapless Fermions of (2,2)-Hopfene. Band structures atDirac point k=(0,0,0.74) along (a) x, (b) y, and (c) z directions.
Fermi surfaces of (d) lower and (e) upper valleys are also shown, proving the 3D feature. (f)Energy band diagram in the kx-ky plane at
kz=0.74, showing (a) linear dispersions ofE3 (k) andE1 (k)with theflat band E2 (k) in-between.
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Figure 14. 2D gapless Fermions of (2,2)-Hopfene. Band structures atDirac point k=(0,0,0.48) along (a) x, (b) y, and (c) z directions.
Fermi surfaces of (d) lower and (e) upper valleys.

Figure 15. 1D gapless Fermions of (2,2)-Hopfene. Band structures atDirac point k=(1,0,1/2) atED=2.8 eV along (a) x, (b) y, and
(c) z directions. Fermi points of (d) lower and (e) upper valleys.
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where ( )˜ ˆ † † † † †a b g d=  Y =s s s s sk k 0.74, , , ,z z k k k k k , and Ŷ sk are creation and annihilation operators after

diagonalisation. Therefore, the SU(3) symmetry is reduced down to SU(2)⊗U(1), so that the states are
described by the 2-fold degenerate 3DDirac Fermions and the 1-fold Fermionswithflat-bands along kx and ky,
while the bands are linear along kz. The 3DDirac Fermions [29, 30] are essentially described by thematrix

H · ˜ ( )s= + E v k, 43D D

where ( )s s s s» » = =v v v v , , ,z x y x y z , and ˜ ( ˜ )= k k kk , ,x y z .

2D gapless Fermions
At the higher ED=3.2 eV, we found 2D gapless Fermions at k=(0,0,0.48) (figure 14). NearED, the band
structures were linear along kx (figure 21(a)) and ky (figure 14(b)) , and it was almost flat along kz (figure 14(c)).
Therefore, the confinement along kzwasweak, and the Fermi surface extended significantly along kz
(figures 14(d) and (e)), and the Fermi surface along the kx-ky planewere circular, showing 2D characters. These
2D gapless Fermions are similar to those in aGraphenemono-layer. But, strictly, inHopfene, there exists aweak
dispersion along kz as well, such that they should be described as quasi-2D, similar to strongly correlated
materials such as copper-oxide superconductors [60], in contrast to themono-layer of Graphene, where
complete 2D confinement is achieved.

These gapless points also accommodate triple point Fermions and has the SU(3) symmetry atED. The
effectiveHamiltonian is approximately given by
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1

where ˜ = k k 0.48z z . Therefore, 3-fold degeneracy reduces to 2-fold degeneracy and 1-fold completely flat-
band along all directions. The 2-fold degenerate bands are described by 2DDirac Fermions, whose effective
Hamiltonian is

H ( ) ˜ ( )s s= + +  E v k k vk . 6x x y y z2D D

The extra linear dispersion along kzmakes the 2D confinementweaker.

1D gapless Fermions
Wealso found quasi-1D gapless Fermions, due to aflat-band along the kx-ky plane (figures 15(a) and (b))with a
massless dispersion along kz (figure 15(c)). AtED=EF=2.8 eV, the highest energy states will be Fermi points
along kz (figures 15(d) and (e))The electronic properties of these states will be quasi-1D.We have 8 different 1D
gapless points in the Brillouin zone (figures 15(d) and (e)). Generations of these points would be linked to the
original gapless points andflat-bands. The gapless points of Graphene andHopf linkswould survive upon the
introduction of the adiabatic turn-on of tH. Supposewe extend this linear dispersion fromDirac points to
intersect with aflat-band, another gapless points will be generated at the crossing points. Generations should
accompany both positive and negative topological charges with opposite chiralities [31], and thus the number of
generated gapless points would be even. In ourHopfene, we found huge amounts of gapless points,
characterisedwith different dimensionality.

These gapless points are composed of 2-bands, such that there is SU(2) symmetry atED and kD=(1,0,±
0.5) or kD=(0,1,± 0.5). The effectiveHamiltonian is approximately given by
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1

where ˜ = k k 0.5z z . In this case, the confinement is strong only along kz, which is parallel to bothAB andCD
Graphene sheets, so that the system is close to the quasi-1D system, described by the effectiveHamiltonian.
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H ˜ ( )s=  E v k . 8z z1D D

The quasi-1D system iswell-known to exhibit Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid behaviours, characterised by
collectivemodeswith spin-charge separation, when theCoulomb interaction is introduced [61].

Impact of Coulomb interaction
Electrical properties ofHopfene are expected to bemetallic, due to the lack of the band-gap in the entire
spectrum (figures 7 and 12). The gapless dispersions of electrons are coming from the original Graphene sheets,
and the 3DnestedGraphene sheets ensure the electrical conduction along the entire directions. Therefore,
excellentmetallic properties as good asGraphene as a bulkmaterial are expected forHopfene.Here, we briefly
discuss the impact of theCoulomb interaction on electrical properties ofHopfene.

In order to evaluate impact of themany-bodyCoulomb interaction, we should solve theHubbard
Hamiltonian [59, 61]

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )†
å å åy y= - - +
s

s s
s

s  H t E n U n n , 9
ij

ij i j
i

i
i

i iF

where ˆ †
ysi and ŷ si are creation and annihilation operators at the atomic lattice site i for spinσ, respectively, ˆ sni is

the number operator, andU is the Coulomb interaction strength. The calculated density-of-states,D(EF) is
shown infigure 7. It is beyond the scope of this paper, to solve the 3DHubbardmodel inHopfene, but we can
envisage the impact ofU.

According to the Stoner’s criterion [59], theflat-band ferromagnetism is expected, ifD(EF)U>1, which
corresponds toU 10 eV for non-doped (2,2)-Hopfene (figure 7). If this is satisfied, the spin degeneracywill be
lifted such that the degenerate Dirac Fermionswill becomeWeyl Fermions [62, 63]. In reality, largerUwill be
required, since the Stoner’s criterion is based on amean-field theory and the actual requirement for
ferromagnetism ismore stringent in general [59].

Alternatively, if the net effective Coulomb interaction becomes attractive, superconductivity is expected
[59, 64]. Theflat-band condition is also favourable for superconductivity. There aremany carbon based
allotropes, which shows superconductivity such as intercalated graphites [65, 66], K3C60 [54], carbon-nano-tube
[67, 68], Q-Carbon [69], and twisted bilayerGraphene [70]. Theoretically, the arbitrary weak attractive
interaction,U<0, is enough to allow the instability towards superconductivity [59, 64], so that the strong
interaction is not required. The transition temperature depends onD(EF) andU, and it is expected to have a
crossover [71] from theweak coupling BCS limit to the strong coupling Bose–EinsteinCondensation (BEC) by
increasing ∣ ∣U [53].

Conclusion

Wehave considered the concept of topologicalmaterials [8–10] inmaterials with hard covalent bonds. 1D
Carbon-Nano-Chains, Hopf-linked bilayer-Graphene (2D), and 3DHopfene have been proposed as examples
of new topological carbon allotropes, whichwill be useful to examine fundamental physics ofmassless Dirac
Fermions [4, 23, 31, 45, 55] in topologically nontrivial geometries.We envisage various practical applications
(Supplementary figure 7) of these hard andflexible topologicalmaterials forDNA-sensing, functionalmaterials,
andNEMS.

It is straightforward to extend this concept [8–10] tomake heterogeneous topological structures by introducing
differentmaterials such as boron-nitride andmolybdenum-disulfide. The unique aspect of this approach is a
topological link to bind various sheets strongly togetherwithout forming a proper chemical bond. This
configuration is topologically different from the simple stackingweakly bound together by van derWaals
force [72].

As thefirst step towardsmakingHopfene, we propose tomakeHopf-linked bilayer-Graphene (figure 8).
Unlike to the stacked bilayer-Graphene [4–7], theGraphene sheets are linked only at the 1D chain, so that the
impacts of the coupling on the band structure would be limited. Reflecting the double layers,momentum space
will also be double, leading to the crossed layers even inmomentum space (figure 8(b)). The valleys are
degenerate at the same points, because the direction of the zig-zag edge (z) is the same for both layers due to
sharing of the 1D chain. Aswe increase the number of insertedGraphene sheets,momentum spacewill be
eventuallyfilled by layers towards the complete 3D band structure. It is beyond the scope of this paper to predict
how the 2DDirac Fermions [4, 23, 31, 45, 55] are crossing over to 3DDirac Fermions inHopfene.

In conclusion, the electronic structures of the 3DHopf-linked honeycomb lattices, namedHopfene, show
the distinctive topological features characterised by 3D, 2D, and 1D gapless Fermions. The Fermi surfaces show
dimensional crossover upon changes of the Fermi level. The impact of topological structures on electrical
properties is significant and thesematerials will be useful as platforms to examine various concepts of physics
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includingmagneticmonopoles, geometrical phases, and topological superconductors. One can explore even
more interesting topologically non-trivial crystal structures.
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